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Abstract
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In addition, appropriate standards for directors and controlling shareholders for dealing 
with agency conflicts in groups of companies have been developed in many countries. 
These standards become stricter, if insolvency is approaching. The concept of the shadow 
director plays an important role in extending liability to the controlling shareholder and the 
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Abstract 

The phenomenon of groups of companies is very common in modern corporate reality. The 

empirical data on groups of companies are heterogeneous because they are collected for very 

different regulatory and other objectives. Two main agency problems arise in groups of 

companies: between the controlling shareholder and the minority shareholders and between 

the shareholders and the creditors. There are three regulatory models for dealing with groups 

of companies: regulation by general corporate and/or civil law (prototype: the UK); regulation 

by special group law (prototype: Germany); and regulation by areas of the law such as 

banking, competition, and tax law (to be found in many countries, either combined with the 

first or the second model). The main strategy for dealing with groups of companies is 

disclosure and group accounting. It is effectuated by special investigation with a group 

dimension and by the help of auditors and independent experts. A fair amount of international 

convergence, at least for listed companies, can be observed as far as shareholder protection is 

concerned. Related party transactions are a key area of concern for corporate and group law, 

usually dealt with by specific disclosure and consent requirements. In addition, appropriate 

standards for directors and controlling shareholders for dealing with agency conflicts in 

groups of companies have been developed in many countries. These standards become 

stricter, if insolvency is approaching. The concept of the shadow director plays an important 

role in extending liability to the controlling shareholder and the parent. Other mechanisms for 

creditor protection, both in the independent company and in groups of companies, are 

indemnification, veil-piercing, subordination and substantive consolidation. Creditor 

protection is still very path-dependent, and convergence is much less advanced.  
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I. Groups of Companies: Phenomenon, Agency Problems, and Regulation 

 

A. The phenomenon of the groups of companies 

 

Groups of companies rather than single independent companies are the modern reality of the 

corporation, and most of them are multinational groups. As an example, take the Pirelli group 

in Italy, which is not one of the very biggest. It has over 100 companies in more than 30 

countries, 16 of them in the European Union, with over 30,000 employees and an annual 

turnover of almost six billion euros.
1
 Modern business can be organized in different ways: 

The integrated firm working only with its own labor force is rare. More common is 

distribution by commercial agents or appointed dealers. As the firm becomes bigger, it sets up 

branches and, especially in trade that crosses over borders, it establishes separate companies 

as subsidiaries of the firm and forms multinational groups. The groups differ greatly as to 

structure, organization, and ownership. In the US, groups with 100-per cent-owned 

subsidiaries are common. In continental Europe, the parents usually own less – very often 

much less – of the subsidiaries, just enough to maintain control. Some groups have holding 

structures – for example, the large US banks – and Swiss banks are beginning to follow.
2
 In 

Europe – for example, in Germany and Italy – pyramids
3
 are common, i.e., hierarchical 

groups with various layers of subsidiaries and subsidiaries of subsidiaries forming very 

complicated group nets. Groups are run very differently: some are tightly steered by the 

parent from the top, while others are loosely combined with largely autonomous profit centers 

and sometimes with fierce group-internal competition.
4
 If groups cooperate, they sometimes 

choose to jointly hold certain subsidiaries. Special – often cultural – problems arise if, as in 

rare cases, multinational groups have two parents from different countries. Accordingly, 

economic concepts of the group differ.
5
 

 

Groups also have different legal forms. This depends on the various corporate forms available 

in different jurisdictions and sometimes on an international level, such as the Societas 

Europaea (SE) in the European Union. Legal group regulation, if any, depends on these legal 

forms,
6
 which means that there are stock corporation groups,

7
 limited liability company 

groups, SE groups such as the German Allianz insurance giant,
8
 and also groups with 

commercial partnerships such as parents or subsidiaries. The choice of the form is most often 

tax-driven.
9
 In law, the concept of the group depends on the legal concept of control by the 

parent. There are different legal concepts of control according to the purpose of the 

regulation. For accounting purposes, but in some countries also under general corporate law, 
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formal control by at least 51 per cent  of the shareholdings is the legal test. For antitrust and in 

countries with a special group law as in Germany, substantive control concepts are used, 

taking into consideration that economic control may be possible with much less than 50  per 

cent depending on the shareholder structure, voting behavior, and other economic facts.  

 

The objectives of group regulation under corporate law are usually twofold: The main 

objective is the protection of the minority shareholders and the creditors of the subsidiaries in 

the group. Under this objective, group regulation follows a bottom-up model. A second 

objective that appears frequently in many countries – including European countries as well as 

Australia,
10

 for example – concerns the corporate law provisions aimed at assisting business 

and the economy by recognizing corporate groups as organizational forms and by facilitating 

group management. Here the regulatory perspective is rather top-down. In countries with 

strong protectionism and in most emerging countries, the emphasis is more on the 

organizational side.
11

 This article concentrates on group regulation with the first objective, 

i.e., on agency problems in corporate groups and their regulation. Special problems arise for 

multinational groups, an old phenomenon that was already well known in the nineteenth 

century,
12

 for groups with the state or state enterprises as parent,
13

 for financial groups as 

evidenced by the financial crisis, and for listed groups, i.e., groups in which the parent or a 

subsidiary or even both are listed. These problems cannot be dealt with here in more detail. 

 

B. Empirical data on groups and their use for regulation 

 

Empirical data on groups are available, but they are usually collected for specific purposes. 

More recently there has been growing research on corporate ownership with a view toward 

corporate governance law and codes.
14

 Ownership differs considerably between the various 

countries: dispersed ownership in the US
15

 and in the UK
16

 as prototypes;
17

 and controlling 

family enterprises and groups of companies as the general rule in continental European states, 

but also often found in Far Eastern countries and in emerging economies.
18

 Empirical data on 

multinational enterprises and groups of companies are collected by international organizations 

such as the OECD, UN, G20, Basel, and others.
19

 Data on groups are also collected by studies 

on economic concentration and are used for antitrust and merger control regulation in many 

industrialized countries, including Germany, the European Union, and the US.
20

 

 

Of particular relevance when studying the regulation of corporate groups are data on conduct 

and transactions in groups. Usually they are not collected systematically but are set out by 
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regulatory agencies, in case studies, by national and international court cases, and by reports 

from practice.
21

 Much of the existing group law is not codified law but is case law by courts, 

such as the German limited liability group law, or supervisory agencies, such as the former 

Belgian Banking Commission.
22

 The extensive legal contributions of academia in many 

countries with group law do not usually add much in the way of empirical data. 

 

C. Agency problems: The controlling shareholder and minority shareholders, 

creditors, and other stakeholders 

 

It is generally understood that there are three main agency problems to be dealt with in 

corporate law: conflicts between managers and shareholders, conflicts among shareholders 

(and here essentially between the controlling shareholder and the minority shareholders), and 

conflicts between the shareholders as a group and other stakeholders, in particular the 

creditors of the company and its workforce.
23

 Sometimes the concept of stakeholders is 

conceived more broadly, encompassing: consumers; municipalities, regions, and countries 

interested in keeping groups and group members within their area; the state as a tax authority; 

and even non-personal public goods such as the environment, fundamental rights, and others. 

 

The classic agency conflict concerns the managers as agents of the shareholders. This conflict 

exists if the shareholders are dispersed as is common in the US, the UK, and some other 

countries.
24

 Much corporate law in the various countries deals with this conflict.
25

 For 

controlling shareholders and for the parent in a group of companies, this agency conflict is 

hardly relevant because the controlling shareholder will ultimately prevail against the 

management, not only in the parent company but also in the subsidiaries, either by superior 

influence on the board or by voting power in the general assembly. It is true that under special 

circumstances – for example, in multinational groups – control may not be exercised so 

easily, especially if labor sides with the management of the subsidiary, or if state agencies in 

the country of the subsidiary pursue country-specific interests. But this is the exception.
26

 In 

groups of companies, the two relevant principal-agent conflicts concern the minority 

shareholders and the creditors (as well as the employees). 

 

1. Minority shareholders versus the controlling shareholder 

 

This agency problem occurs most frequently in continental European countries where family 

companies and groups of companies are common.
27

 The controlling shareholder may abuse 
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that control position in various ways, such as self-dealing and similar related-party 

transactions, thereby reaping private benefits of control.
28

 The corporate laws of most 

countries cope with this problem of controlling shareholder opportunism by various strategies 

and mechanisms of minority protection.
29

  

 

As we shall see, many jurisdictions deal with this agency problem without distinguishing 

whether these conflicts arise in the independent corporation or in a group of companies. Yet 

in groups of companies, this agency problem has several particular features.
30

 First and most 

conspicuous is the fact that the controlling shareholder in the subsidiary may not just act 

opportunistically in his own private interest; he may act responsibly in the interest not only of 

the parent, but of the group as a whole and/or other subsidiaries. While the controlling 

shareholder of an independent corporation has an individual interest in the well-being of “his” 

corporation which somewhat reduces the risk of opportunism at the expense of the minority 

shareholders, this is not necessarily the case if he has important stakes in other companies as a 

parent of the group or as a controlling shareholder of the parent. In this case, what may be 

disadvantageous for him in the one company may at the same time be beneficial for the other 

companies. This is what makes the agency conflict in the group generally more complex and 

acute than in the controlled independent company.  

 

Second, steering a group of companies implies making difficult business judgment decisions 

that may be appropriate or even necessary for the group though they are disadvantageous or 

even harmful for the subsidiary. This implies a much more difficult balancing of interest 

between the subsidiary and the parent (and other subsidiaries) than between the minority and 

the majority in an independent corporation. Examples are easy to find: In most groups, there 

is a central cash management where the moneys of the subsidiaries are pooled. It is very 

common that the parent takes contributions from the subsidiaries for the group that may or 

may not be economically and/or legally justified from the perspective of the subsidiary, for 

example for services rendered within the group or more generally for the alleged benefits of 

belonging to the group. The parent or another group member may be in financial difficulties 

and need the help of the subsidiary. The parent may need to make a decision about where in 

the group layoffs or cut-downs should be effectuated or, more positively, which of the 

subsidiaries in the group should be attributed the opportunity to develop a promising new 

product or where, usually for tax reasons, a new subsidiary should be brought up that may 

take away business from the others. In a sense, the latter cases present a horizontal agency 

problem, not just a vertical one as in the independent corporation. This is not to say that such 
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balancing cannot be done in jurisdictions without separate provisions for groups, but it is 

considered by some jurisdictions the reason for treating the agency problem in groups of 

companies separately and differently. 

 

Third, the agency problem is exacerbated if the controlling shareholder in the group holds 

only a block of shares that is enough for control instead of 100 per cent 
31

 As seen before, 

depending on how control is defined, this may be just a 51 per cent block, or even 

considerably less in corporations in many continental European countries in which the 

attendance rate of the common shareholders at the general assembly is low. In Germany, for 

example, this is sometimes under 30 per cent. With the mandatory bid provision for takeovers 

in many European countries, 30 per cent is usually considered control for the purposes of 

acquiring control in the sense of the takeover acts.
32

 This line of exercising control with 

relatively smaller stakes is prolonged in a number of continental European countries by 

pyramiding,
33

 i.e., exercising control over a subsidiary by another subsidiary and so on. The 

actual economic stake of the controlling shareholder at the top of the pyramid may thus 

become very small, with the consequence that his risk in the lowest part of the pyramid may 

be minimal. The temptation to take hidden private profits somewhere in the group increases 

correspondingly. 

 

Fourth, in a group of companies, the agency conflict may not just be one that concerns the 

minority shareholders in the subsidiary. The minority shareholders in the parent corporation 

may also be affected. This is the case if the management of the parent in agreement with the 

controlling shareholder takes the business decision to invest heavily in a risky subsidiary 

without shareholder consent in the general assembly of the parent corporation. The famous 

German Holzmüller case is a good example of this.
34

  

 

2. Creditors versus the controlling shareholder 

 

The other main agency problem concerns the creditors. As for the minority shareholder 

agency problem, this conflict is well known in general corporate law for the independent 

company, and a number of jurisdictions do not have separate rules for this problem in group 

situations.
35

 But again creditors of groups may be more exposed to controlling shareholder 

opportunism than creditors of independent companies.
36
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The above-mentioned special features of the conflict also apply here: a smaller incentive of 

the controlling shareholder to act in the sole interest of the subsidiary because of his stakes in 

other companies, difficult financial and investment decisions in steering the whole group, 

exacerbated risk in pyramidal groups, and agency problems not only for the creditors of the 

subsidiary but also of the creditors of the parent.  

 

Furthermore, quite apart from the precarious situation of involuntary creditors, it is usually 

more difficult for a creditor of a subsidiary to evaluate the risk he runs than for a creditor of 

an independent company. The situation is just more opaque, and the divisions between the 

assets of group members are more blurred. This is true whether or not the creditor knows that 

the debtor company is a group member. Disclosure under the various national and 

international transparency provisions is relatively well established as far as the parent 

corporation is concerned, in particular because of group accounting,
37

 but transparency is 

much less developed as far as the subsidiaries are concerned. As a consequence, the general 

creditor risk – ex ante: misrepresentation of value; ex post: intra-group transactions, asset 

dilution, asset distribution, and debt dilution
38

 – is generally higher in groups of companies 

than in independent companies. 

 

3. Labor and other stakeholders versus the controlling shareholder 

 

Similar problems arise for employees and other stakeholders, whether these problems are 

considered to be agency conflicts
39

 or not. The decision of whether employees are hired or 

fired may not just depend on the business situation of the subsidiary but may follow the 

interest of the group. Restructuring in groups of companies, in particular in multinational 

groups, belongs to the most controversial issues for labor. For example, in the case of a 

takeover threat against an independent company, labor will often seek a coalition with the 

management and the controlling shareholder against the minority shareholders; in other cases, 

however, the controlling shareholder in the group may take decisions in labor issues in the 

interest of the whole group. In a number of countries the employees may have a say in the co-

determined board of the independent company, but this does not help if the decision is finally 

made at the top of the group, unless there is a special group co-determination also there as 

well. Germany has such a group co-determination system, but only German labor has its 

representatives sitting on the board of the parent. 
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Many countries deal with this labor agency problem in groups with specific labor group 

provisions. In some countries there is even a full-fledged labor group law, either codified or 

developed by case law. This whole area of group-specific provisions in employment law, 

industrial relations, and labor co-determination is highly complicated and controversial and 

cannot be treated here.
40

  

 

Similar group problems arise in other areas of the law, including competition law, tax, and 

environment. These areas will be briefly mentioned later when we look at the different 

regulatory models for dealing with groups, but they cannot be treated here in more detail. 

 

 

II. Groups of Companies: Regulatory Models, Legal Strategies, and Mechanisms 

 

A. Regulation by general corporate and/or civil law 

 

Many countries deal with the agency problems described before by law, either general law or 

group law. As we shall see, most of this law is mandatory,
41

 such as disclosure and group 

accounting as a reaction to opaqueness, the principles of related party transactions and 

tunneling, basic standards for directors and controlling shareholders in groups when making 

decisions that affect minority shareholders, creditor protection provisions, and insolvency 

law. When we deal with these strategies and mechanisms, we shall look at their function, 

whether the provisions are mandatory, and what room is left for own protection or for 

enabling law, in particular for creditor protection.
42

 But it should already be mentioned here 

that certain countries can do without rules for groups of companies, or at least with very few 

of them. This is the case in Sweden, for example, where no need seems to be felt to deal with 

group agency problems in more detail. This is astonishing because in Sweden the 

shareholding structure is characterized by strong owners and weak minorities. The pertinent 

studies suggest that the reason may be that the country is small and social control is 

effective.
43

 Furthermore, creditor protection in general – and more specifically in groups of 

companies – may be irrelevant or much less relevant for large voluntary creditors who can 

choose with whom they contract and can bargain for secured credit. Yet this is not the case for 

involuntary creditors, and even small and medium voluntary creditors may not really have a 

choice to protect themselves. 
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If countries choose to address the group agency problems more specifically, they can follow 

three regulatory models: First, they can choose between regulation by general corporate 

and/or civil law (II A) and regulation by special corporate group law (II B). These two models 

can and usually will be combined with group regulation by areas of law (infra II C). The 

prototype of the first regulatory model is the UK.
44

 There corporate group law as such (apart 

from group accounting, for example) is non-existent. The general civil and corporate law 

provisions for dealing with agency problems of minority shareholders and creditors are used 

for independent companies as well as for groups of companies. Many other countries follow 

the same route. As for the corporate law in these countries dealing with group problems, there 

are considerable differences between the various forms of corporations – for example, stock 

corporations – particularly if they are listed, limited liability companies, commercial 

partnerships, and in Europe the European company (SE). 

 

In all these countries, the legitimacy of forming groups – i.e., creating different legal entities 

within the group and thereby partitioning assets
45

 among the creditors of these entities – is 

principally uncontested, though in US academia there are pleas for unlimited shareholder 

liability for corporate tort creditors.
46

 In the UK, the separate legal personality doctrine 

following the Salomon case
47

 has been firmly upheld by the courts for groups as well.
48

 But 

as we shall see, there are various civil or corporate law concepts that may catch group 

situations. One example is the concept of the shadow director, who exercises de facto control 

in the company. The parent may qualify as such a shadow director – for example, in the 

context of wrongful trading under section 214 of the Insolvency Act 1986 – though 

instructions given as directors of the parent are not a sufficient basis for this.
49

 Another 

example is piercing the corporate veil.
50

 Still, it has been said that “[i]t is clear that British law 

is at one end of the spectrum as far as the regulation of liability within groups is concerned.” 

There, the group problems are “solved by a combination of creditor self-help, general 

company law strategies as section 214, or the unfair prejudice remedy
51

 and targeted statutory 

interventions, such as the requirement for group accounts.”
52

 

 

B. Regulation by special corporate group law 

 

Many other jurisdictions have chosen to deal with group agency conflicts by more or less 

extensive special corporate group law. The prototype for this second regulatory model is 

Germany with its separate, extensively codified law of corporate groups. A number of other 

countries have basically followed the German example, namely Portugal, Hungary, the Czech 
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Republic, and Slovenia.
53

 The German group law has been described elsewhere in more 

detail,
54

 so it suffices here to summarize its key elements. First, it is important to see that in 

Germany, group law is codified only for stock corporations (Aktien-Konzernrecht).
55

 Group 

law for limited liability companies (GmbH) and for commercial partnerships exists and is 

extensive, but it is pure case law, which is rather different from codified corporate group 

law.
56

 Second, codified group law distinguishes between contractual groups and de facto 

groups. Contractual groups are formed by contract between the parent and the subsidiary, but 

de facto groups are formed by unilateral declaration.
57

 In a contractual group, the parent is 

allowed to steer the group in the sole group’s interest, but the parent has to pay for this legal 

privilege by being obliged to make good the losses of the subsidiary and by adequate 

compensation for the minority shareholders of the subsidiary. The legislator’s thought was 

that the freedom to steer the group would be such an attractive incentive for the parent that in 

most cases it would enter such a group contract. Yet this hope turned out to be vain. 

Corporate reality in Germany is different: contractual groups are rare (and due to diminished 

tax benefits they are becoming even rarer),
58

 and, apart from the few above-mentioned 

countries, the concept of corporate groups has not been attractive abroad. In the de facto 

group – i.e., control by the parent without such a group contract – the parent must fully 

compensate any subsidiary at the end of the year for all acts and transactions caused by the 

parent that are contrary to the subsidiary’s own interest.
59

 This rule is complemented by a 

mandatory group report of the directors of the parent, by group audit, examination by the 

supervisory board of the parent, and by the right of each shareholder of the parent to have an 

investigation at the order of the court. Yet the efficacy of these mechanisms is an open 

question.
60

 Furthermore, new case law has established the liability of the shareholders for 

threatening the solvency of the corporation in closely held firms.
61

 

 

Italy introduced a special codified group law in 2004. The core is made up of Articles 2497 – 

2497-septies of the Italian Civil Code on the activity of “direction and co-ordination of 

companies” exercised by holding companies.
62

 Apart from various rights and duties of 

directors and group members, and protective measures such as disclosure, the main 

achievement of this reform was to provide for a liability of the holding company and its 

directors towards the subsidiary’s shareholders and creditors if the legal requirements are met. 

As we shall see, this liability can be avoided if compensatory damages are paid. The existence 

of a group need not be proven by the shareholders or creditors, but is presumed. In addition, 

the rules on conflict of interest have been tightened: they govern the (independent) 
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corporation as well as groups of companies. Under certain circumstances, the minority 

shareholders also have a right of withdrawal. 

 

A third group of countries includes France, with its Rozenblum doctrine
63

 and the crime of 

abuse of corporate assets,
64

 and Belgium, with group provisions for publicly listed companies 

belonging to a group.
65

 The Rozenblum doctrine has been developed as case law by criminal 

courts and is characterized by a more flexible balancing of interests of the parent and the 

subsidiary. This may be more functional than the German solution, but the subsidiary is better 

protected by German group law.
66

 Other European countries such as Spain
67

 and Sweden,
68

 as 

well as Japan,
69

 have various legal provisions for groups. 

 

The situation in the European Union is still in its developmental stage. The Forum Europaeum 

Corporate Group Law,
70

 the High Level Group of Company Law Experts,
71

 and the 

Reflection Group
72

 have all advocated European harmonization by core group rules in line 

with the French Rozenblum doctrine. Most recently, in December 2012, the European 

Commission announced its intention to proceed in this direction.
73

 

 

C. Regulation by areas of law 

 

In comparative law, the two above-mentioned regulatory models of dealing with group 

agency conflicts are usually confronted with each other. Yet this is misleading. In those 

countries that apparently do not have a group law, this is also true only as far as corporate 

group law is concerned. In the UK, group accounting existed well before it was made 

mandatory by EU regulation.
74

 But group law provisions and very often quite an extensive 

group law legislation exists in many countries, though in fields other than corporate law. The 

list is long and includes group law in accounting and auditing,
75

 conflict of laws,
76

 securities 

regulation,
77

 banking and other financial institutes,
78

 insolvency,
79

 labor,
80

 competition law,
81

 

product liability,
82

 and other public law such as tax,
83

 environment, and others. Apart from 

some observations on group law accounting, these area-specific group laws cannot be treated 

in this chapter,
84

 since their objective is not the solution of group agency conflicts
85

 but 

depends on the specific – and highly diverse – regulatory goals in each of these areas. 
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D. Legal strategies and mechanisms  

 

In the following paragraphs, selected legal strategies and mechanisms for dealing with group 

agency conflicts will be analyzed, including Disclosure and Accounting (III), Related Party 

Transactions (IV), Standards for the Directors and for the Controlling Shareholder (V), 

Transactions with Creditors (VI), and Control Transactions (VII). This is done with an 

emphasis on those jurisdictions that follow the second model, i.e., regulation by special 

corporate group law. For countries that follow the first model, examples alone are juxtaposed 

to what is done under the second model, since doing otherwise would necessarily be a 

repetition of general corporate law dealing with agency problems, as reported in the other 

chapters of the book, in particular under Part II: Substantive Topics. 

 

 

III. Disclosure and Accounting 

 

A. General disclosure under corporate group law 

 

Disclosure and accounting are the most commonly used instruments for protecting minority 

shareholders and creditors in independent companies as well as in groups of companies. 

Today much of this disclosure in Europe is harmonized.
86

 There is a long discussion about 

why disclosure rules should be mandatory as they are in all core jurisdictions. The arguments 

for mandatory disclosure are both theoretical and empirical.
 87

 Without mandatory disclosure, 

there is an underproduction of information. Bad news is preferably suppressed. Voluntary 

disclosure of bad news may harm the company, in particular if other companies hide such 

news. Standardized mandatory disclosure helps the investors and the market to evaluate 

disclosure. Empirical evidence seems to support these arguments for publicly traded firms.
88

 

Group-specific disclosure
89

  relates to the fact of control, to the relationship and transactions 

between the parent and the subsidiaries, and to the formation of the group at the stage of mere 

block building. The European Transparency Directive requires notification on changes in 

voting rights from 5 per cent up at several thresholds.
90

 In general, disclosure is much stricter 

in the US and the UK, while it is more lenient in continental Europe and Japan.
91

 

 

An interesting example of limited disclosure is the German group dependency report for de 

facto groups.
92

 This mandatory report by the management board of the subsidiary contains the 

details on the relationship between the corporation and the parent and other affiliated 
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companies. It must be audited by the auditor of the company and by the supervisory board of 

the subsidiary. It is neither published nor available to the shareholders because it contains all 

the details of the internal life of the group. But the individual shareholders may ask the court 

for a special investigation if the auditors have refused to provide the audit certificate or have 

qualified it. In legal academia there has been a call for mandatory disclosure of the group 

dependency report to the shareholders; however, the legislators fear that this would be 

counterproductive because in practice the dependency report would become much less 

meaningful. 

 

B. Group accounting 

 

As mentioned before, a special area of group law is group accounting. Consolidated accounts, 

though with many differences as to the reach and content, must be provided under various 

national and international group accounting provisions, including GAAP in the US and 

International Accounting Standards (IAS) and, as of 2001, International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) in many other countries. The European Union has decided to basically 

follow IFRS standards for group accounting, but has reserved the right not to follow any 

specific standard. While IFRS standards apply for the consolidated accounts, the accounting 

standards regarding annual financial accounts, i.e., those for the members of a group, differ 

greatly between the Member States.
93

 While in the UK the issuer has an option to also prepare 

the annual financial accounts following IFRS standards, in France, Germany, Spain, and 

Sweden the annual financial accounts must be prepared in accordance with national 

accounting law. As far as listed companies are concerned there is a fair amount of 

convergence in Europe, but not for closely held groups.
94

 There is work on more 

harmonization between US GAAP and IFRS, but progress is still slow. 

 

C. Special investigation with group dimension and the role of auditors and 

independent experts 

 

Disclosure on groups of companies may be mandatory, but the effectiveness depends on 

enforcement, and enforcement differs greatly among the jurisdictions. As mentioned before in 

relation to the German dependency report, this is a task for the auditors as gatekeepers,
95

 for 

special investigation procedures, and, on capital markets, for the stock exchanges and the 

various capital markets supervisory agencies. Group auditing is a special area of group law. In 

Europe it is harmonized to a considerable degree.
96

 In France there is good experience with 
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the expert de gestion and the special reports by the commissaire de compte.
97

 In Australia the 

Australian Capital Markets Authority has broad investigatory powers and even the right to 

start civil proceedings.
98

 

 

The special investigation procedure is a very promising mechanism since the shareholders 

may ask the court to appoint special experts to investigate suspected transactions and possible 

abuses in independent companies as well as in groups of companies. In the Netherlands this 

has been said to be a “most effective mechanism,” and Switzerland has also had good 

experiences with it. Meanwhile in Germany, where the Stock Corporation Act has different 

rules for special investigation in the (independent) company and in groups of companies, the 

experience with the latter is less impressive, a fact that may be due to difficult valuation 

problems (valuation rules are not harmonized in the European Union) and lawsuits that last 

many years. The Forum Europaeum Corporate Group Law and the High Level Group of 

Company Experts have recommended that Europe provide for a harmonized mechanism of 

special investigation.
99

 

 

 

IV. Related Party Transactions 

 

A. Related party transactions and specific disclosure 

 

Disclosure and accounting – rendered effective by the help of auditors and independent 

experts if need be – makes agency conflicts transparent. While this may lead to appropriate 

behavior of the agents or self-protective measures by the principals, these beneficial effects 

cannot be taken for granted, for the agents’ temptation to reap off private benefits may be too 

great. This is also true for controlling shareholders and parents in groups of companies as 

agents of minority shareholders and creditors. Strong temptations arise for them in conflicted 

transactions, in particular in related party transactions (IV) and control transactions (VII). 

Conflicted transactions are part of the more general problem of conflicts of interest in 

corporate law that cannot be dealt with here in more detail.
100

 Related party transactions are 

regulated extensively by corporate law for directors and officers,
101

 but if they involve 

controlling shareholders they present special problems.
102

 This is even more true for groups of 

companies. There such transactions between members of the group are far less visible and, 

since they are part of the normal group-internal business relations, it is hard – if not 

impossible – for minority shareholders of a subsidiary to judge whether they are made at 
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arm’s length or whether and to what extent private benefits have been extracted.
103

 Related 

transactions can take very different forms and may include straightforward self-dealing, as 

well as cash flow tunneling, asset  tunneling, and equity tunneling,.
104

 Accordingly, the 

reactions by legislators and courts are manifold. A recent empirical study suggests that for 

listed companies, disclosure combined with the consent of disinterested shareholders may be 

the best solution.
105

 Special mandatory disclosure rules for related party transactions exist in 

many countries, such as the US, the European Union, Germany and other continental 

European states, and Japan.
106

 Most recently, an empirical analysis of regulation and self-

regulation of related party transactions has come up with interesting data for Italy.
107

 Many of 

these disclosure rules are not found in the corporate law of these countries but are rather part 

of the securities laws, prominently in the US and in the European Union (the European 

Transparency Directive of 2004 as revised in 2013), or are national and international 

accounting rules, such as annual disclosure following US-GAAP and IAS/IFRS. In most of 

these disclosure rules, one can find specific provisions for block holders, generally starting at 

five per cent, and transactions with controlling shareholders. The test is usually that all 

material related party transactions that have not been concluded at arm’s length – i.e., not 

under normal market conditions – should be disclosed. Many of these rules make distinctions 

according to the size and legal form of the firm. For non-listed firms, the requirements, if any, 

are much more lenient, while for listed companies, stricter disclosure rules for related party 

transactions may exist under the listing requirements of the stock exchanges than under the 

law. The dependency report under German group law has already been mentioned.
108

 This 

report is not publicly available but is audited and given to the board of the subsidiary in order 

to protect the confidentiality of group-internal transactions. At the end, if one does not just 

look at corporate law, a considerable amount of convergence between the US, Europe, and 

Japan can be observed as far as disclosure of related party transactions is concerned.
109

 This is 

particularly true for related party transactions in listed companies for both directors and 

controlling shareholders. 

 

B. Procedural regulation of related party transactions 

 

Disclosure helps against related party transactions, but it is not sufficient. In most 

jurisdictions it is supplemented by mandatory rules. While these rules originally were 

substantive, it became clear that fixing ceilings or the outright prohibition of certain related 

party transactions is too inflexible an approach and may sometimes run against the interest of 

the shareholders. This is also true in groups of companies where transactions between the 
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members of the group may be economically beneficial. While a number of substantive rules 

are kept – for example, in tax law under the arm’s length standard – more modern regulation 

is procedural. Usually there are consent requirements: either ex ante or sometimes ex post; by 

the whole board or by independent directors; in important cases by the shareholders; and 

sometimes by the supervisory agency.
110

 An example of a conflict of interest procedure 

occurs under Belgian law where a board committee of three independent directors is in charge 

of carrying out an assessment of the decision or transaction.
111

 In groups of companies, these 

consent requirements may not fully work because the board of the subsidiary is most often 

dependent on the parent, and consent resolutions by the general assembly are of little use if 

the parent is in control. Then the consent of independent directors or a decision of only the 

minority shareholders, as in Australia,
112

 may help.
113

 An interesting experiment is found in 

Italy where the minority needs to be represented on the board by a minority representative. 

This seems to be more effective than independent directors.
114

  

 

The European Commission is considering introducing a rule for related party transactions that 

would require the consent of the general assembly for transactions upon a threshold of five 

per cent of the assets of the company, but the text of the reform proposal of the shareholder 

rights directive of 9 April 2014 is very controversial and under consideration of the Council 

(with various compromise proposals since 2014). Similarly, transactions that have a relevant 

impact on the profit or turnover of the corporation would be subjected to such a consent 

requirement. A similar rule exists under the Listing Rules of the FSA in the UK.
115

 First 

reactions in the Member States, in particular in Germany, are highly critical because the 

shareholder constituency, shareholder behavior in the general assemblies, and the rules 

governing shareholder rights and voting differ greatly among the Member States, but the case 

for moving forward on a European level has been made convincingly by the Forum 

Europaeum on Company Groups.
116

 In general the experience with shareholder approval of 

major transactions and the uncertainties under the German Holzmüller case suggest a careful 

balancing of the benefits and disadvantages of such a rule. In any case, such an initiative of 

the European Commission would need to take into consideration the group problem – for 

example, by providing for a minority shareholder vote or otherwise neutralizing the decisive 

influence of the parent. A compromise would be a Member State option that would allow to 

choose between the approval of the general assembly and the approval of the board, in the 

latter case the director or controlling shareholder being excluded from the vote or at least 

from having a determining role in the approval process.  
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Similar to the case of mandatory disclosure,
117

 the auditors also have a role for related party 

transactions. The special investigation procedure by independent experts described above may 

help to expose hidden abuses. Other gatekeepers such as evaluation experts can help. Under 

the Belgian procedure, the board committee of three independent directors can ask for the 

assistance of one or more independent experts who are to provide technical advice.
118

  

 

 

V. Standards for the Directors and for the Controlling Shareholder 

 

A. Standards for the directors and the controlling shareholders in independent 

corporations and in groups of companies 

 

Regulating related party transactions may practically cover a large part of the agency conflicts 

of directors and controlling shareholders in independent companies as well as in groups. But 

opportunism is not just a temptation for specific transactions; there are many other situations 

and business decisions that may be conflicted, such as acquisition, allocation, and distribution 

decisions made in the group that have different impacts for the various group member 

companies. It is therefore important to set the right standard for the directors if an agency 

conflict arises. The usual standard for the director when dealing with such conflicts is the duty 

of loyalty.
119

 This duty is a fairness concept that is open and flexible and will only be 

concretized ex post and over time by the courts. Traditionally the duty of loyalty is very strict 

in the US, the UK, and other Commonwealth countries. One of the reasons for this is the fact 

that this duty of company directors has its origins in the strict fiduciary position of the trustee 

under old English trust law. Due to the particularities of US procedural law, a considerable 

amount of case law has emerged. The situation in continental Europe is very different because 

the duty of care has traditionally played a greater role than the duty of loyalty. Only more 

recently has the latter become important while the former has lost some of its significance due 

to the import of the business judgment rule into continental Europe. Many differences still 

exist, however, as to the reach, the burden of proof, the litigation, and the cultural perception 

of certain kinds of business behavior that may or may not be acceptable socially. In some 

countries, these agency conflicts are not only dealt with by corporate law, but also and 

sometimes very much so by criminal law. For example, in France, self-dealing is a criminal 

abus des biens sociaux
120

 and apparently the most frequently applied criminal rule of 

company law.
121

 In the aftermath of the financial crisis, criminal prosecution of directors is 

also on the advance in countries such as Germany, Austria, and Ireland. 
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In groups of companies it is more difficult to find the right standard for the directors since 

there the conflicts are not only within the company – i.e., between the director and the 

shareholders – but beyond the company between the different member companies of the 

group and possibly their shareholders. In fact, the group-specific duties and liabilities of 

directors are manifold, including limits of granting loans to directors in the group,
122

 

prohibition on competition in the group, and limits for passing on information to other group 

members. 

 

Standards for the controlling shareholders have been developed more slowly, unless as in 

exceptional cases they can be considered shadow directors.
123

 They differ considerably under 

the national corporate laws, and the differences are striking as far as enforcement and 

litigation are concerned.
124

 While in the US the standard is entire fairness or utmost good faith 

and loyalty, the standards are more lenient in continental European countries and in Japan, a 

fact that is due to the different shareholder structure and the economic and political influence 

of controlling shareholders and groups. In France there is the relatively vague concept of 

abuse of majority power.
125

 Under German stock corporation law the use of the influence of a 

person over the corporation to the detriment of the corporation or its shareholders is 

forbidden.
126

 This is not specifically addressed to controlling shareholders, but it is most 

important for those. Apart from this provision, it took a very long time for the courts to accept 

that there are duties of loyalty not only between the controlling shareholder and the company, 

but also of the controlling shareholder to his minority shareholders.
127

 

 

B. Specific standards for balancing the interests of member companies in groups 

 

For groups of companies, the standards used by the various jurisdictions for evaluating the 

transactions and business relations in groups of companies differ greatly. In many countries 

there are rules that try to uphold the interest of the group members against the parent and 

compensate in one way or another the subsidiaries for damages suffered by intragroup 

transactions. In Germany, France, and Italy, an evaluation of the overall operations of an 

individual subsidiary and its individual transactions with the controlling company must be 

made.
128

 In this context it has been mentioned that a rule that focuses on the individual 

transactions may be inefficient since in some cases it disfavors the controlling shareholder by 

free-riding minority shareholders while in other cases it lets the controller reap excessive 

private benefits.
129

 German group law is the most stringent as it does not allow weighing the 
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disadvantages or advantages the subsidiary derives from being a member of the group. The 

disadvantages are measured from the viewpoint of an independent corporation only. Italian 

group law is more flexible because it allows the consideration of compensatory advantages 

for the subsidiary.
130

 Spain has been advised to follow the Italian example.
131

 The French 

Rozenblum doctrine
132

 allows an even more flexible balancing of the interests of the parent 

and the subsidiary. The criminal courts that developed this rule allow the subsidiary to also 

take into consideration the interest of the group, not only its own advantages from belonging 

to the group.
133

 The requirements for doing so are threefold: a stable structure of the group, a 

coherent group policy by the parent, and an equitable distribution of benefits and costs among 

the group members. For Europe the Forum Europaeum Corporate Group Law, the High Level 

Group of Company Law Experts, and the Reflection Group have recommended following and 

further developing the French Rozenblum doctrine by legally acknowledging the group 

management.
134

 The European Commission has responded to this recommendation, and 

according to its Action Plan of 2012 it will come up with such an initiative.
135

 But it is 

expected that the form of this initiative will be a mere recommendation or at the most a 

directive rather than a regulation that is directly applicable in the Member States, and its 

content will be more on the side of the group than of the minority shareholders. In the end, it 

may be concluded that, while there is some convergence on the standards for directors, 

controlling shareholders, and the parents in groups of companies despite different ownership 

regimes,
136

 this convergence is and will be considerably less than what has been observed for 

disclosure, and we shall see that for creditor protection there is even less convergence. 

 

 

VI. Transactions with Creditors 

 

A. Creditor self-help and guarantees by the parent 

 

The principle is unequivocal: no claims of creditors beyond the debtor corporation. This 

principle of separate legal personality that is most tightly upheld in the UK under the Salomon 

doctrine
137

 also stands firm for group of companies and is mandatory.
138

 However, there is 

room for self-help on the side of the creditors and for voluntary action by the debtor parent. 

As was said before, large voluntary creditors of a group member will usually look after 

themselves and either refrain from dealing or bargaining for securing their credit by collateral. 

By monitoring the debtor in their own interest, it is sometimes said that these large creditors 

also protect the interests of the smaller, unsecured, or involuntary creditors. Yet this is true 
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only in specific situations, in particular when the debtor gets into financial difficulties; even 

then, however, if a creditor is secured, he can sit back without risking his credit. 

 

On the other hand, the parent corporation may have commercial reasons for loosening the 

asset partition within the group. Corporate guarantees given by the parent for their 

subsidiaries are a prime example. Such guarantees (letter of comfort, Patronatserklärungen, 

lettre de patronage)
139

 differ considerably as to their form and binding force. They may be 

given to a particular creditor of the group member company or can be part of a general 

declaration to the market, sometimes in the annual report as in the case of the Deutsche Bank. 

Hard and soft forms should be distinguished carefully: in the former case, the parent stands up 

as a second debtor or as a guarantor of the debt;
140

 in the latter, this is a more or less 

meaningful letter of intent depending on its wording and the circumstances in which it is 

issued. So the letter of comfort may be treated as a mere statement of present fact, not a 

promise about future conduct.
141

 In France, a distinction is made between the obligation de 

moyens and the obligation de résultat, with only the latter giving the creditor a full guarantee 

of repayment.
142

 In the bond market, such guarantees are frequent, but again with highly 

different reach and content.
143

 In a way, the German contractual groups can also be mentioned 

in this context, since by entering such a group contract, the parent voluntarily accepts the 

liability to the creditors of the subsidiary in return for the liberty to steer the group in the 

group interest.
144

 But in the end, as practice shows and theory confirms, self-help is not a full 

substitute for creditor protection by mandatory law.
145

 

 

B. Standards for the directors and the controlling shareholders 

 

In the stage before outright insolvency, mandatory law protects group creditors mainly by 

standards and liability of the directors and controlling shareholders. General creditor 

protection by disclosure rules has been described above. Legal capital requirements, as 

controversial as they are, and protection by limitations on asset distributions to shareholders 

are not treated here.
146

 In normal times, these standards of conduct protect both shareholders 

and creditors. Actions of the management with the consent of the parent that are harmful to 

minority shareholders are usually also harmful to the creditors of the subsidiary.  

 

Yet when the corporation gets into financial difficulties, in particular if insolvency is 

foreseeable, the standards change and the duties of the management become stricter. In 

principle, this is true for most jurisdictions. Prototypes are the wrongful trading of directors in 
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the UK, the French responsabilité pour insuffisance d’actif, the Belgian action en comblement 

du passif, and the German liability of the management of the limited liability company for 

negligent payments after the company has become insolvent or illiquid.
147

 While these 

concepts of creditor protection differ considerably as to their reach, standards, entitled 

claimants,
148

 and doctrinal nature, in the present context it suffices to state that they are 

functionally similar. It is true that most of these mechanisms come into play only when the 

company is actually insolvent, not before, and the receiver brings the claim against the 

director or controlling shareholder. But the liability is rooted in the wrongful conduct of the 

directors before, namely in the vicinity of insolvency, and the standard is not only fraud but 

negligence. The difficulty for the courts in applying this standard is on the one hand not to 

discourage directors from taking risks that may reasonably be expected to save the company, 

but on the other not to allow them to engage in risky speculations at the expense of the 

creditors if the company has no prospects to go on (gambling for resurrection). The liability 

imposed on the directors is special insofar as it is not just a normal tort liability with the 

requirement of causation of the specific damage, but the judge may order the director to make 

a partial or full contribution to the assets of the insolvent company. 

 

The group aspect of these mechanisms consists in holding liable the controlling parent as de 

facto director or shadow director. This functional extension of the notion of director is used 

by many jurisdictions, including the US, the UK, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, 

Spain, and Switzerland.
149

 These jurisdictions vary in the requirements for this liability of the 

controlling shareholder. Some are very reticent to do so. The prototype is the UK. There a 

company is not regarded as a shadow director by reason only that the directors of the 

subsidiary are accustomed to act on the instructions of the parent.
150

 This led commentators to 

state: “So, this is not ‘group law’ by the back door.”
 151

 But functionally it is, though in a very 

limited and carefully balanced way. Case law in some other jurisdictions seems less 

restrictive. The French courts treat controlling shareholders and parents as dirigeant de fait if 

they continuously mix themselves in the management and control of the company or 

subsidiary.
152

 

 

A different instrument for holding parent companies liable well before insolvency should still 

be mentioned. In Switzerland the parent may be held liable for the debts of the subsidiary if it 

creates the factual appearance of an economic unity of the group.
153

 This concept is based on 

the reliance of the creditors and on the responsibility of the parent for this reliance. This 
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instrument has gained some sympathy in Germany, Austria, and France, but case law is rare 

and the majority of legal academia is not convinced.
154

   

 

C. Indemnification, veil-piercing, subordination, and substantive consolidation  

 

Four other mechanisms of creditor protection against controlling shareholders and group 

parents should be mentioned, two used before and independent of insolvency law – namely 

indemnification and veil-piercing – and two others that are typical insolvency law 

mechanisms – subordination and substantive consolidation. 

 

A very far-reaching, group-specific means of creditor protection is indemnification. It is a 

mechanism codified in the German Stock Corporation Act for protecting the creditors of the 

subsidiary in a de facto group of companies, and it characterizes the regulatory model of 

special group law regulation described above. As mentioned there,
155

 the parent must fully 

compensate any subsidiary at the end of the year for all acts and transactions caused by the 

parent that are contrary to the subsidiary’s own interest. This is a much more dangerous 

mechanism than merely mixing into the management and control of the subsidiary as the 

aforementioned condition for treating the parent as a de facto director. Instructions to the 

subsidiary are not necessary, mere recommendations or advice may qualify for the 

requirement of causation, and the recommendations need not be addressed to the directors of 

the subsidiary but may consist in resolutions taken by the general assembly and in acts of the 

representatives of the parent in the board of the subsidiary.
156

 The relevant criterion is the 

disadvantage for the subsidiary under an arm’s length standard for fully independent 

companies. In practice all kinds of group contributions (Konzernumlagen) to the parent or to 

other subsidiaries for which there are no equivalent individual benefits for the subsidiary are 

considered to be disadvantages.
157

 

 

Veil-piercing or lifting the corporate veil is another mechanism that is used in many 

jurisdictions, both outside and in insolvency. It means that the veil created by the limited 

liability of the legal person is pierced, and the two entities or persons are treated as only one 

for the purposes of liability. This is obviously a very crude instrument that runs against the 

very economic and legal reasons for asset partitioning. It is therefore generally used with 

caution. On the one end is the UK where the courts seem to be very reluctant to use this 

instrument and treat it as definitely more demanding than the concept of the shadow 

director.
158

 In Adams v Cape Industries, an asbestos case, the court upheld the limited liability 
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of the parent against the asbestos victims of products distributed by one of its subsidiaries.
159

 

The observation of a UK expert is telling: “(L)ifting the veil as a means of achieving group 

liability is a non-starter even in relation to what may be considered the most deserving case, 

namely the tort victims of a subsidiary company.”
160

 German courts also lift the corporate veil 

only rarely and under very tight requirements.
161

 On the other side of the spectrum seems to 

be the US, where the courts use this mechanism more frequently.
162

 To be sure, we are 

dealing here with the corporate law mechanism of lifting the veil. When it comes to 

competition law, for example, there is much more willingness on the side of the antitrust 

authorities and the courts to hold the parent responsible for antitrust violations of its 

subsidiary.
163

 As mentioned above, group legislation and regulation for specific areas is 

special since it has very different regulatory objectives. For competition law, this may amount 

to a liability of the parent without real negligent behavior if a subsidiary commits an antitrust 

violation, a rather controversial result. 

 

The two mechanisms that are common to insolvency law in many countries are subordination 

and substantive consolidation. Subordination is known in many countries such as Austria, 

Germany, Italy, Spain, the US, and New Zealand, but not in the UK.
164

 In subordination, the 

controlling shareholder’s or parent’s debt claims are subordinated to the claims of all other 

creditors. This does not fully amount to what is now called a voluntary debt equity swap,
165

 

since the subordinated claims still rank before all equity that is held by the parent and other 

shareholders. The requirements for subordination as an insolvency mechanism differ 

considerably, reaching from inequitable behavior
166

 to automatic subordination of shareholder 

credits given to the company under German insolvency law. 

 

The insolvency regime can go further and allow the insolvency courts to consolidate the 

insolvency proceedings of several group members.
167

 Consolidation can be merely 

procedural, in which case the companies belonging to the group are treated as a single unit 

under one bankruptcy proceeding. Consolidation can also be substantive, when the assets 

and/or debts of the different group members are pooled together. Procedural consolidation is 

possible, for example, under the New Zealand Companies Act 1993, and substantive 

consolidation is provided for under US insolvency law.
168

 Under French and Belgian 

insolvency law, intermingling of assets (action en confusion de patrimoine) may lead to 

extending the insolvency of one company to another.
169

 But this mechanism should be used 

with caution and is applied only when there is a real intermingling of the assets of the two 

corporations, and usually a fault on the side of the parent is necessary.
170

 The normal legal 
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and commercial relationship between parent and subsidiary is not sufficient. Usually the 

insolvencies of multinational groups present particular difficulties. These difficulties are due 

not only to the different applicable laws and competent receivers and insolvency authorities, 

but also to the open or, in most cases, hidden opportunism of the latter in favor of their own 

national companies and creditors. Efforts to agree on international consolidation have been 

going on for a long time, but up to now only some steps in the direction of procedural 

consolidation have been made. 

 

In the end, it may be concluded that creditor protection, in particular in corporate groups, is 

considered by many jurisdictions to be an agency conflict that needs to be regulated. But the 

strategies and mechanisms used for doing so are equivalent in function only on very basic 

terms. Fundamental differences remain in policy and even more so in legal doctrine. While 

we have observed a certain trend toward convergence for minority protection in the 

independent company and the groups of companies by disclosure and, though less so, by 

standards, we would hardly dare to confirm this for creditor protection as well.  

 

 

VII. Control transactions 

 

The second large category of conflicted transactions in corporate law besides related party 

transactions are control transactions, i.e., transactions by which the control over the 

corporation is transferred to another person or enterprise, usually by a public takeover.
171

 The 

typical agency problems in takeovers exist between the directors and the shareholders of the 

target, on the one hand, and between the majority and the minority shareholders of the target 

as to the premium and a possible exit, on the other.
172

 For the first conflict, there are the 

fundamentally different positions of the UK and many continental European states that have 

the anti-frustration rule, and the US and other continental European states that give the 

directors full liberty to decide whether to refuse or accept the bid.
173

 As to the second conflict, 

a similar divide exists concerning the mandatory bid and the sharing rule for the minority 

shareholders.
174

 In takeovers the situations and problems are different when the shareholders 

are diverse on the side of the target or there is a controlling shareholder.
175

 

 

Takeover regulation was developed first and primarily in the US and the UK where there is no 

– or no consistent – group law. In countries such as Germany, with an extensive, codified 

group law, takeover regulation appeared only very late. This is no coincidence since group 
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law deals with some of the agency problems of minority shareholders at a later stage, namely 

when the group exists and the minority needs protection. Takeover regulation, in particular by 

the mandatory bid, comes in at a much earlier stage and allows the exit of the minority 

shareholders at the same price as those shareholders who accept the bid. The mandatory bid is 

a protective mechanism at the stage when a new controlling bidder might come in. The 

mandatory bid has therefore been considered functionally to be a group law provision, 

offering protection by exit before the (new) group is formed.
176

 This is true even in cases of 

mere transfer of control by the takeover from the former controlling shareholder in the target 

to the new controlling shareholder whose bid has succeeded. The shareholders do not know in 

advance how the new controlling shareholder will use his control power and therefore might 

prefer an early exit at a fair price.
177

 The exit after the takeover has been successful, either by 

squeeze-out or sell-out, can be allowed by takeover law and/or general corporate law. It is 

always the exit of a minority from a company with a controlling shareholder. This exit exists 

in independent companies as well as in groups of companies. As to squeeze-out and sell-out 

regulation
178

 the dangers for the minority may be greater in groups.
179

 As to convergence, the 

findings are mixed. On the one hand, takeover regulation has spread from the US and the UK 

all over continental Europe and well beyond into Japan and other countries. But as to dealing 

with agency conflicts, the policies remain fundamentally different as the cleavage between the 

countries with and without the anti-frustration rule and with and without the mandatory bid 

show. 

 

 

VIII. Conclusion 

 

1. The phenomenon of the groups of companies is very common in modern corporate reality. 

The empirical data on groups of companies are heterogeneous because they are collected for 

very different regulatory and other objectives. 

 

2. Two main agency problems arise in groups of companies: between the controlling 

shareholder and the minority shareholders and between the shareholders viz. the controlling 

shareholder and the creditors. The conflict between labor and other stakeholders and the 

controlling shareholder is dealt with by labor law, industrial relations, and other fields of law. 

 

3. There are three main regulatory models for dealing with groups of companies: regulation 

by general corporate and/or civil law (prototype: the UK); regulation by special group law 
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(prototype: Germany); and regulation by areas of the law such as banking, competition, and 

tax law (to be found in many countries, either combined with the first or the second model). 

 

4. The main strategy for dealing with groups of companies is disclosure and group 

accounting. It is effectuated by special investigation with a group dimension and by the help 

of auditors and independent experts. A fair amount of international convergence, at least for 

listed companies, can be observed. 

 

5. Related party transactions are a main area of concern for corporate and group law 

provisions. Specific disclosure is usually combined with consent requirements and other 

procedural regulation of related party transactions. 

 

6. In addition, appropriate standards for directors and controlling shareholders for dealing 

with agency conflicts in groups of companies have been developed in many countries. The 

duty of loyalty is an open standard to be concretized ex post by the courts. There is some 

convergence, but many differences remain, in particular as far as specific standards for 

balancing the interests of member companies in groups are concerned. The strict, codified 

German group law standard stands against more flexible standards in Italy, France, and other 

countries. 

 

7. Protection of creditors can be achieved to a certain degree by self-help and guarantees by 

the parent. But mandatory protection is still considered necessary. There are various national 

standards for the directors and controlling shareholder in the independent company as well as 

in groups of companies. These standards become stricter if insolvency is approaching. The 

concept of the shadow director plays an important role in extending liability to the controlling 

shareholder and the parent. 

 

8. There are various other mechanisms for creditor protection in the independent company 

and in the group of companies. Some of them, such as indemnification and veil-piercing, are 

used when the corporation is still doing well and is operating as a going concern. Others are 

mechanisms of insolvency law, such as subordination and substantive consolidation. Creditor 

protection is still very path-dependent, and convergence is much less advanced. 

 

9. A second group of conflicted transactions besides related party transactions comprise 

control transactions, in particular public takeovers. Takeover law was first developed in the 
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US and the UK and from there has moved into other countries. Takeover law grew up 

separately from group law and only arrived in countries with group law, such as Germany, at 

a very late stage. The mandatory bid can be understood functionally as a group protection 

measure that allows the shareholders of the target to opt for an early exit at a fair price (group 

entry control or Konzerneingangskontrolle). There is some convergence, in particular in 

Europe, but fundamental differences remain as to the anti-frustration rule and the mandatory 

bid. 
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